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Hindus understand by mind is so different from
our conceptions no matter from what philosophical camp
they may come that it is well to abandon the method of investigating comparatively the Eastern and Western ideas. Hindu thought
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similes in the Upanishads in which the mind figures. These similes
are most artistic, imaginary and original while happy and pertinent
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There mind is compared to the reins checking the unbridled horses
which are the indriyas or the powers that reside behind the sense
faculties. Elsewhere, mind is the charioteer of the body, it is a messenger, and again a cart.
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The characteristics of mind viewed phenomenally are by no
means exhausted by the above-quoted similes. A moderate degree of
agility and animation, however, could be inferred. The mind is a
'procurer' (avarodhinl) it acts vigorously in dream as well as in
,

waking.
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meant by these predications, without knowing the passage. Whatever is dissociated from passion, rashness, and desire is^^considered
good and praiseworthy. Consequently, that quality which changes
the mind into a vehement and aggressive element is desire, kama, in
Sanskrit. Not that the mind is conditioned by desire. Acting spontaneously the mind releases or creates desire. Similarly, the manifestations of human nature which seem to be motivated by desire,
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are really actuated
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Yet a well-checked sense activity is not all that the Hindu requires for perfection. Because the mind possesses self-motion, it
requires steadiness no less. Subjugation of the action of the sensory powers must be followed by an aversion of the mind frotii
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The normally functioning mind has thus a double reference
wishing and thinking. These two must be properly balanced;
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